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 Diversity of Two Short Tandem Repeat Loci (CD4 and
 F13A1) in Three Brazilian Ethnic Groups

 HEIQUE M. BOGDAWA,1 MARA H. HUTZ,1 FRANCISCO M. SALZANO,1 AND
 TANIA A. WEIMER1

 Abstract Two microsatellites ( CD4 and F13A1) were investigated
 in seven Brazilian populations: one group each of European- and Af-
 rican-derived subjects from Porto Alegre, southern Brazil, and five Am-
 erindian tribes (three Tupi-Mondé speaking [Gavião, Surui, and Zoró],
 one Macro-Gê [Xavante], and one Carib [Wai-Wai]). For both markers,
 neo-Brazilians presented with a high diversity, but Amerindians showed
 a low level of variability. Genotype frequency distributions were het-
 erogeneous among populations, the only exception being similar CD4
 frequencies in Afro- and Euro-Brazilians. Gene diversity analysis re-
 vealed that most of the total variation is due to intrapopulational diver-
 sity in all populations. Because of the high information content of these
 markers in Afro- and Euro-Brazilians, these systems are most appro-
 priate for forensic analyses. The comparison among Brazilian and other
 world populations revealed high similarity among populations of the
 same ethnic group, indicating a high discriminative power for these
 markers.

 Brazilian groups are interesting and challenging for population genetics in-
 vestigations due to their ethnic origins and interethnic admixture. Although
 numerous studies based on protein polymorphisms (for instance, Salzano et
 al. 1998) and DNA markers (Hutz et al. 1999) have already been performed,
 only the progressive accumulation of data can help provide a better under-
 standing of the evolutionary history of these groups.

 Short tandem repeats (STRs; microsatellites) have been identified in all
 eukaryote species so far investigated. Because of their relative abundance in
 the genome and their high degree of polymorphism, STRs have been widely
 used in genetic diversity studies of human populations (e.g., Bowcock et al.
 1994; Gusmão et al. 1997).

 1 Departamento de Genética, Instituto de Biociências, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul,
 Caixa Postal, 15053, 91501-970 Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil.
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 Materials and Methods

 The present study provides information about two STR loci (CD4 and
 F13A1) for three Brazilian ethnic groups: Amerindians from the Central and
 Amazonian regions, as well as European- and African-derived individuals
 living in Porto Alegre, in southern Brazil. Gene diversity and the relationships
 among Amerindian populations as well as among Brazilians and other world
 populations were considered, and the potential application of these two mark-
 ers for forensic use was also evaluated. Specific questions asked were: (a) Do
 the results of the European- and African-derived groups agree with those
 obtained in their putative ancestors? (b) How effective are these markers in
 characterizing populations? and (c) Do the Amerindian gene diversity and
 population relationships obtained with these systems agree with those ob-
 served using other polymorphisms?

 Porto Alegre (51°10'W, 30°5'S) is the capital of Brazil's southernmost
 state, Rio Grande do Sul, and has about 1,300,000 inhabitants. Persons of
 European ancestry in Porto Alegre are mainly descendants of Portuguese
 settlers, but other Europeans (Italians, Germans, and Spaniards) have also
 contributed to their gene pool. People of African ancestry constitute approx-
 imately 14% of the population and descend from individuals brought to Brazil
 between the 15th and 18th centuries, mainly from Africa's West Coast, but
 also from Angola and Mozambique.

 The European-derived sample consisted of 61 individuals who came to
 the Genetics Department of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul
 (UFRGS) for paternity testing. Blood samples from 61 African-derived in-
 dividuals were obtained at the central laboratory of a general public hospital
 (Santa Casa de Misericórdia), to which they went for routine blood
 examinations.

 The Amerindian sample consisted of 143 individuals from five Brazilian
 tribes: three groups speaking a language classified by Rodrigues (1986) as
 belonging to the Mondé family of the Tupi stock, namely Surui (61°10'W;
 10°50'S; n = 24), Zoró (60°20'W, 10°20'S; n = 30), and Gavião (61°8'W,
 10°10'S; n = 30); a tribe speaking a Macro-Gê language (Rodrigues 1986;
 Greenberg 1987), Xavante (51°40'W; 13°20'S; n = 32); and a group speaking
 a language classified as belonging to the Parukoto-Charumã family of the
 Carib stock (Rodrigues 1986), Wai-Wai(57°55'W,0°40'S;n = 27). For more
 details about these Amerindian populations, see Callegari-Jacques et al.
 (1996) and Salzano et al. (1997, 1998).

 The Porto Alegre blood samples were refrigerated shortly after collec-
 tion and immediately stored under appropriate conditions. The Amerindian
 material was transported by air to Porto Alegre and subsequently processed.
 DNA was obtained from leukocytes by salting-out procedures (Miller et al.
 1988; Lahiri and Nürnberger 1991).

 The CD4 locus consists of a pentanucleotide repeat within a noncoding
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 region of the T lymphocyte marker CD4 gene on chromosome 12pter-12pl2,
 while the F13A1 locus is a tetranucleotide repeat within an intron of the
 coagulation factor XIII gene at chromosome 6p24-6p25. Polymerase chain
 reaction (PCR) amplification of both markers was carried out using primers
 and protocols described by Wall et al. (1993). PCR products were separated
 by means of electrophoresis through a 10% nondenaturing vertical Polyacryl-
 amide gel in a continuous system and stained with ethidium bromide, as
 suggested by Lahiri et al. (1997). Allele sizes were estimated by comparing
 PCR products with either an allelic ladder (123 base pairs for F 13 Al ) or with
 size markers (pBR322 DNA / Mspl for both STRs, and pBR322 DNA / Hae III
 for CD4).

 Allele frequencies were estimated by gene counting. Heterogeneity
 among populations was tested according to Roff and Bentzen (1989). Average
 heterozygosities (Я) and gene diversity analysis were performed according
 to Nei (1987) using the NJBAFD software (Takezaki 1999). The gene dif-
 ferentiation coefficient considering the number of subpopulations (G'ST) was
 calculated as described by Livshits and Nei (1990), while standard errors of
 this estimate were determined according to Chakraborty (1974). Partitioning
 of the variance was also performed using the analysis of molecular variance
 (AMOVA) approach (Michalakis and Excoffier 1996) with the Arlequin soft-
 ware program, version 1.1 (Schneider et al. 1997). Dsw genetic distances
 among the Amerindians as well as among several world populations were
 obtained (Shriver et al. 1995), and the relationships among these groups were
 depicted by neighbor-joining (NJ) trees (Saitou and Nei 1987). The reliability
 of the trees was examined by a bootstrap test (Felsenstein 1985), with 3000
 replications as suggested by Hedges (1992). These calculations were also
 made using the NJBAFD software. The probability of genotypic identity of
 two individuals chosen at random in a population (GI) was calculated ac-
 cording to Van Zeveren et al. (1990), and the probability of exclusion of a
 falsely accused man (PE) was estimated using the method of Chakravarti and
 Li (1983).

 Results and Discussion

 Allele frequencies and expected average heterozygosities are presented
 in Table 1. High variability was observed for both markers in the urban Euro-
 and African-Brazilians. For CD4 a total of nine alleles were detected; allele
 * 10 occurred exclusively in Afro-Brazilians; and two alleles only were found
 in almost all Amerindians. For F 13 Al A a total of 1 1 alleles were observed,

 three of them being present solely in Afro-Brazilians. Amerindians showed
 reduced variability, with a greater effect in the Zoró.

 Heterogeneity in genotype distributions among populations was ob-
 served for both markers, the only exception being the Afro- and Euro-
 Brazilians, who presented similar CD4 frequencies (data not shown).
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 Table 2. Gene Diversity Analysis for Seven Brazilian Populations

 No. of No. of
 Levels of Analysis Subpopulations Loci HT Hs DST Dm G'ST ± SE

 Level 1

 All populations 7 2 0.661 0.595 0.066 0.077 0.1 15 ±0.005
 Level 2

 All Amerindians 5 2 0.567 0.526 0.041 0.051 0.088 ±0.027

 Level 3

 Tupi-Mondé-speaking tribes 3 2 0.543 0.516 0.027 0.040 0.067 ±0.019

 HT = total genetic variation; Hs = intrapopulational heterozygosity; DST = gene differentiation
 among populations; Dm = average minimum genetic distance among subpopulations; G'ST = co-
 efficient of gene differentiation considering the number of populations examined (Nei 1987; Livshits
 and Nei 1990); SE = standard error. Essentially the same results were obtained using the AMOVA
 methodology (data not shown).

 The degree of heterozygosity found in Afro- and Euro-Brazilians is of
 the same order of magnitude as that found in other populations of the same
 ethnic group (Edwards et al. 1991; Wall et al. 1993; Hammond et al. 1994;
 Pastore et al. 1996; Gusmão et al. 1997). The low diversity observed in Am-
 erindians as compared to Europeans and Africans was already observed for
 other markers in studies of the same tribes (Bortolini et al. 1998; Hutz et al.
 1999), but in relation to the systems studied here it is similar to those found
 in Asians (Wall et al. 1993; Hammond et al. 1994). Therefore, the distribu-
 tions of these markers suggest the absence of an important bottleneck in the
 early colonization of South America, in agreement with the findings of Be-
 vilaqua et al. (1995). The lower level of diversity found in the Zoró was also
 observed for this population in relation to D1S80 (Heidrich et al. 1995) and
 HB haplotypes (Bevilaqua et al. 1995), but not for mtDNA or proteins (Bor-
 tolini et al. 1998) APO В, DRD2, and LPL (Hutz et al. 1999). Therefore,
 genetic drift cannot, in isolation, explain the present findings.

 Table 2 presents three levels of gene diversity analysis for the seven
 Brazilian populations. The total gene diversity (HT) value for the Tupi-
 Mondé-speaking tribes (54%) was lower than the values for the other popu-
 lation groupings (57% and 66%, respectively). By comparing Hs and HT it
 can be seen that most of the total diversity can be attributed to the intra-
 populational variability at all population levels. The gene differentiation co-
 efficient was larger for level 1 ( G'ST = 11%), but standard errors of these
 estimates are high. Similar gene diversity coefficients for these Amerindians
 were obtained by Bevilaqua et al. (1995). The small G'ST value observed for
 the Tupi-Mondé Indians was expected, since they live nearby, and G'ST is
 generally correlated with geographic distances (Livshits and Nei 1990).

 Not much information is available for populations in which these two
 systems have been studied simultaneously. We have been able to locate five
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 Table 3. Genotypic Identity and Probability of Exclusion Based on CD4 and F13A1
 (X 100)

 Genotypic Identity Probability of Exclusion

 Population CD4 F13A1 Combined CD4 F13A1 Combined

 Euro-Brazilians 14.1 7.1 1.0 46.8 60.3 78.9

 Afro-Brazilians 5.7 9.4 0.5 64.6 54.8 83.9

 Surui 37.8 26.9 10.2 18.0 28.2 41.1

 Zoró 47.7 38.1 18.2 15.0 18.9 31.1

 Gavião 33.1 14.4 4.8 23.1 43.5 56.6

 Wai-Wai 38.4 15.4 5.9 18.2 43.0 53.8

 Xavante 53.6 13.4 7.2 13.0 46.5 53.5

 other samples, and they were considered together with ours in the NJ tree
 shown in Figure 1. Clustering was as expected, with populations of the same
 ethnic derivation grouping together. Amerindians clustered together with
 Asians, the Wai-Wai showing an intermediate position, near the Whites. This
 could be due to interethnic admixture, although no signs of admixture were
 detected based on a study of 27 protein systems (Callegari-Jacques et al.
 1996). These Indians, however, have been in contact with non-Indians for at
 least 100 years (Hutz et al. 1999).

 Similar analyses using the two markers in isolation could be made,
 including a larger number of populations; in these cases CD4 furnished a
 similar pattern to that presented in Figure 1, but F13A1 did not show a dis-
 criminative power, no clear cluster being observed (data not shown).

 To verify the usefulness of the STRs investigated here for forensic anal-
 yses in Brazilian populations, two estimates were made and are presented in
 Table 3. Although some differences were observed considering each locus
 separately, Afro-Brazilians showed less genotypic identity (GI = 0.5%) and
 higher values of exclusion probability (PE = 84%). Due to lower variability,
 Amerindians as a whole presented a higher individual identity and lower
 probability of exclusion, die Zoró having the most extreme values (GI =
 18%, PE =31%). Of the two loci, CD4 was more informative for Porto
 Alegre' s African-derived population, but F 13 AI was more informative for
 the other populations. These results indicate the importance of these markers
 for paternity determinations. Using a set of 18 protein markers Robinson et
 al. (1995) estimated an exclusion probability of 89% in the Euro-Brazilians
 of this same population. Therefore, using just two STRs it is possible to obtain
 a similar result with a more effective cost-benefit ratio. The usefulness of

 these markers in this context among the Indians is, however, lower.

 Acknowledgments Thanks are due to the Fundação Nacional do índio (FUNAI)
 for permission to study the Indians and for logistic assistance. The Indian leaders and
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 Figure 1. Neighbor-joining unrooted tree obtained from Dsw distances for 12 populations for CD4
 and F13A1. Asia: US Asians; Black: US blacks; and White 1: US whites (Hammond et
 al. 1994). White 2: whites from Italy (Pastore et al. 1996). White 3: northern European
 whites (Wall et al. 1993). The other samples are those reported here. Numbers indicate
 bootstrap values.
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